
AAOL TECH Notes – Date: 11.2.11       

 Cast:   J    Act:1-2 

 
BLOCK: CHARACTER: NOTE: SEE 

GREENE 

1 Running Crew Make sure we do not have silver goblets at top of the show   

1 Running Crew Make sure the front door is closed, the window above the 

window seat is closed, etc 

 

 Scenic We still need a light switch, for SR downstairs and next to 

Martha’s room 

 

 Props 

 

Move the framed picture over towards the staircase   

 Lighting Can we adjust the specials for the window seat so they do 

not cast shadows  

 

 Lighting Are we having a special for the SR window?  

 Scenic Do we have a scenic backdrop flat for the SR window?  

 Props Make sure we get a second toy box filled with the toys 

Kornfeld gave you 

 

 Scenic Can you paint two 8’ flats black to put SR to cover up the 

gap? VERY IMPORTANT  

 

 Scenic Is there something for the archway that we can do to give 

it some depth 

 

 Props Still need a second table cloth of a dark color for the 

dinner setting   

 

 Props Still need to find a fountain pen for Witherspoon  

 Props Still need brown legal papers for commitment papers   

 Scenic Extend the molding for the window seat to the floor  

3 Sound DO NOT MISS THE CUE FOR THE PHONE RING  

 Make-Up Need to do the upper lip of Gibbs for his beard  

 Make-up Less browns for Jonathan’s make-up  

 Lighting Can we have a light inside the cellar and kitchen? 

 

 

 Scenic   

 Costumes  Do we have a hat for Abby?  

 Costumes Do we have badges for all the officers?  

 Scenic We need to paint the cellar black, the beams and what not.  

 Lighting  Very important, the scene change going into act 2 scene 2 

needs to be a blackout 

 

 Props Wash tea cups and rocks glasses prior to each show  

 Costumes Witherspoon’s Assistants shoes, where are they?  

 Props REMOVE THE FEATHER PEN!  

 Props Are Mr.Witherspoon and Mortimer using the same 

briefcase? 

 

 Props We need to stuff the toy box, with the sleeping bag, the 

paddle, and one or two more camping type items 

 

    



 

AAOL TECH Notes – Date: 11.2.11       

 Cast:   M   Act:1-2 

 
BLOCK: CHARACTER: NOTE: SEE 

GREENE 

1 Props  Make sure to add the rest of the toys to the toy boxes  

1 Props (Sam) Clean the rocks glasses and the teacups before each show.  

 Costumes Spenalzo’s shoes have to have to be more flashy  

 Scene Install a handle on the outside and inside of the window.  

 Lighting Is there another instrument we can use for lighting that 

won’t leave a shadow of the window panes? 

 

 Props VERY IMPORTANT; Can only have the bottle of 

elderberry wine about a quarter-full from the very top of 

the show. 

 

6 Props (Sam) One saucer plate out on the table after the blackout during 

the scene change. 

 

 Lighting VERY IMPORTANT; Make sure that the outside light 

cues are changed for all of the evening scenes. 

 

10 Running Crew Stage left ASM needs to be told when to be clear to 

proceed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Shopping List Hankerchiefs (it’s the gag for Mortimer), curtain cord, 

alcohol wipes, more fun items for the medical bag (funny 

items), old fashioned light switches (two), single old 

fashioned table cloth (solid colored), absol pure water, 

black and white pictures with frames, 

Greene’s work 

list 

-Add magnetic strips 

-Add foam to top of window seat 

-black flats DSL and DSR 

-Depth added for the arch 

-Reveal for stage right window (plus light) 

-Add reveal paint for kitchen 

-Add a second set of stones for the cellar 

-Add mechanic’s lamps 

-Touch up white paint on the doors. 

-Finish carpeting for the stairs 

-Pad the night stick 
 


